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General Information

Company:  ___________________________________________________________

Contact:  ___________________________________________________________

Contact Phone:  ___________________________________________________________

Contact Email:  ___________________________________________________________

Describe who you are and what you do (include your Mission/Vision Statements if you have them):

 

What are your major product/service offerings?

 

Who are your competitors?

Be]e�FbWdd_d]�:eYkc[dj

This document is intended to help us understand your brand to develop your logo  
and associated creative. Please complete it to the best of your ability; we will use  
this document as a jumping-off point for further consultation and design.
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Brand Positioning

Why do you do this instead of something else? (What is your story?)

What are your non-negotiables? (What do you stand on without compromising?)

What is the culture of your organization? Are there certain behaviors or attitudes that make it different from 
your competitors?

Which one of the following best describes your brand’s underlying motivation/desire?

__Leave a mark on the world / build a legacy      __Provide structure/stability to the world   

__Make the world a better place (the way things should be, not as they are)     __ Connect with others    

 
The primary desire of the majority of my clients/customers is (select one):

__ Safety   __Understanding/Knowledge   __Freedom/Discovery    __Liberation/Revolution   __Transformation    

__Mastery __Intimacy/Relationship  __Enjoyment/Fun   __Belonging    __Service   __ Control     __Innovation

Recommended: Take the online Brand Personality Quiz at brandpersonalityquiz.com (takes approximately 10 
minutes) and write your results here:

 1.__________________________   2.__________________________   3.__________________________
  
    ____ out of ____        ____ out of ____        ____ out of ____ 

 
Do you feel your results were accurate? Why or why not? 

http://brandpersonalityquiz.com
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Audience

What is your current audience demographic (age, gender, ethnicity, background, income bracket, geography, 
education level, etc)? (For new brands: what is your anticipated audience demographic?) 

 
What is your current audience psychographic (needs, fears, desires, values, attitudes, interests, lifestyle, 
opinions, hobbies, etc)? (For new brands: What is your anticipated audience psychographic?)

 
(Existing brands:) Are you attempting to gain a new audience? If so, who? 

(Existing brands:) How does your audience currently view you? 

How do you want your audience to see you? 

What response should the target audience have to your new brand/logo?

Logo Information

Describe any ideas you might have in mind for your logo design. 
 
 

Type of Logo:      ____Textual      ____ Iconic        ____ Illustrative        ____ Not Sure / No Preference

What three words should describe your logo / brand? (examples: conservative / friendly / fun / sophisticated / 
minimalist / corporate / high-tech / rugged / modern, etc.)

______________________________________________________________________________________
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Do you have colors that should be used? Please list any specific values (CMYK / RBG / Pantone):

______________________________________________________________________________________

Are there any colors that must be avoided?

______________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have a tagline you would like included in your logo? If yes, please specify:

______________________________________________________________________________________

Please list any other company logos that you like or would like to draw on as inspiration for your own (does 
not have to be from your industry). Describe what you like about them: 

Additional Services
Please indicate if you are interested in any of the following or have a request for specific creative.  
For specific projects, attach a creative brief, or describe your needs in detail on the next page.

BE=E�IJOB;�=K?:;� � UUO[i�� �UU De�� �UU CWoX[

We will develop a document which sets guidelines on the use of the logo in order to maintain the integrity of 
your brand. It serves as a concise guide that can be referred back to when necessary, so that consistency is 
established in whatever context the logo is used.

7D?C7J;:�BE=E� � UUO[i�� �UU De�� �UU CWoX[

We will animate your logo (in a way that is appropriate to its design), which could be used in video intros, web-
sites, or Powerpoint presentations. Final deliverable is as a .swf, .mov, and/or animated .gif file.
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Includes business card design, letterhead design, and envelope design using your new logo.
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Includes email signature, favicon, and social media profile/cover/background graphics using your new logo.

?BBKIJH7J;:�9>7H79J;H�%�C7I9EJ�
 ___Yes    ___No    ___Maybe
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___Yes    ___No    ___Maybe
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___Yes    ___No    ___Maybe
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___Yes    ___No    ___Maybe
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___Yes    ___No    ___Maybe
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7bb�Zed[�
Please save and return this document to nyla@nvision-that.com.

B[Wl[�WZZ_j_edWb�dej[i��_d\ehcWj_ed"�h[gk_h[c[dji"�Yecc[dji"�eh�gk[ij_edi��X[bem$��
Be sure to describe any specific needs you have for additional creative projects here.
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